The minimum contrast requirements for stereopsis.
A number of researchers have compared the contrast requirements for stereopsis with those for detection of the stereoscopic stimulus, but they have generally failed to allow for the fact that stereopsis requires a detectable stimulus in both eyes at the same time. It is argued that the most appropriate detection threshold for this comparison is that for simultaneous monocular detection (SMD) of the stereoscopic half images. Experiments in which this comparison threshold has been used are summarised and the hypothesis generated that, on using stimuli that are localised in both space and spatial frequency (e.g. Gabor patches or differences of Gaussians), a range of disparities can always be found over which contrast thresholds for depth identification are less than or equal to this SMD threshold (the SMD hypothesis). It is argued that the success of this hypothesis in describing data obtained with these stimuli is consistent with the notions of labelled lines for disparity sign and the size--disparity correlation. Last, experiments are reported in which contrast thresholds for stereoscopic depth identification (front/back) were measured with interocular differences in contrast. The data obtained are consistent with the presence of both inhibitory and excitatory interactions between the eyes when unequal monocular contrasts are presented. The implications of these results and the SMD hypothesis for theories of stereopsis and binocular function are discussed.